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Dear tree lovers,

As 2018 draws to a close, I look back even as I contemplate the year to come. Despite a year 
having passed since our 10th anniversary in 2017, we nonetheless worked hard to continue im-
proving in all areas: a great deal has changed in plantation management and wood processing as 
well as at our headquarters in Zurich. 

A very exciting topic for you is the thinning and final harvesting of your trees in Brazil. Our focus 
always remains on selling your wood as profitably as possible. However, there are many factors 
that affect the price of wood before the timber can be sold. We are currently measuring and 
cutting trees at various plantations. You can read more about this on page 7.

While investing in trees always makes sense, you may wish to sell your trees at an early stage. 
ShareWood now offers you the tree marketing platform Treetrade.ch. On page 3, you will learn 
how to auction your trees or even score a deal yourself.

A look at the coming year reveals that tree owners can expect further success: we are currently 
paying out timber revenues for the 24th time, and further payments with exciting yields will  
follow by the end of 2019. 

I thank you for your loyalty and wish you a Happy New Year! We can look forward together to 
further milestones and successes.

Peter Möckli

Editorial

Allow us to introduce… 

Zaklina Djuricic joined ShareWood as Assistant to the CEO at the beginning of May 
2018. She is CEO Peter Möckli’s right hand, supporting him in all of the group’s 
business areas. With her cheerful nature and friendly demeanour, she is a valuable 
addition to the ShareWood team. As she puts it, “What I like about my work is that 
there is something new every day. I never get bored.” Zaklina Djuricic has extensive 
nursing experience as well as subsequent training as an administrator. In her spare 
time, this mother of one likes to explore nature, play sports and spend time with her 
family and friends.

» Zaklina Djuricic, Assistant to the CEO, ShareWood Switzerland AG
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5 tips for selling your trees faster

1. Choose a compelling starting price for your trees. You generate more attention with a lower-priced offer. It is not advisable to sell your 
trees at a price higher than that which the price offered by ShareWood itself.  

 Low price g quick sale 
 High price g no sale 
2. Include as much information as possible. This can be found in your contracts, order confirmations and tree certificates. The more  

information you provide, the more interesting your offer will be to to potential buyers. 
3. A photograph evokes emotion. If you do not have pictures of your trees, please contact ShareWood at info@sharewood.com. We have a 

large collection of current photos from plantations. 
4. Advertise your trees on Facebook, via email or in blogs. Let others know that you want to sell your trees at an attractive price. 
5. It may take time for you to find a suitable buyer for your trees. Treetrade.ch is still young and growing. 

* Sources: Cash.ch, 2018, Sustainable Finance, 2018

Sustainable investing is not just a trend: it is also the fastest growing 
segment of the investment sector. An assessment by the Swiss Sustaina-
ble Finance (SSF) platform indicates that 192 billion Swiss francs were 
sustainably invested in Switzerland in 2015 alone. It therefore makes 
increasing sense to invest in trees.
  

Treetrade.ch – the ShareWood tree marketing portal
As such we are even more pleased to inform you that in September 2018 
we went live with www.treetrade.ch by ShareWood, the first online 
marketing portal for trees. Here tree owners can locate new buyers for 
their trees, find bargains and purchase trees at low cost.

Homepage: www.treetrade.ch
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#1 Rough squares made from BlueTeak. 

#2 Dominique Karlin, an apprentice at WohnGeist AG, makes nutmeg mills from BlueTeak.

#3 A numbered teak tree on a ShareWood plantation.

#4 Leaf of a young teak tree at Fazenda Nova Era F27.

#5 Edge of teak plantation Fazenda Nova Era F27. 

#6 With a mobile saw, ShareWood can start pocessing the felled trees directly at the plantation. 

#7 Teak, belonging to the labiate genus, loses leaves in Brazilian winter, as do all deciduous trees. 

#8 Biodiversity is also guaranteed at ShareWood´s plantations thanks to open spaces. 

#9 ShareWood employees cut teak veneer with a guillotine. 

#10 CEO Peter Möckli (left) visits teak board production with COO Christian Marzari (right). 

#11 ShareWood buys only the best teak seedlings for its plantations.
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Under the up-market label Wood & Luxury, WohnGeist designs high-end 
furniture and accessories. CEO Stefan Senn uses only select materials 
such as solid wood from Switzerland or Brazil. His unique designs are at 
the heart of Wood & Luxury. All products are individually manufactured 
in Basel by experienced woodworkers and marketed from Switzerland to 
an international clientele. 

Using Kickstarter to achieve success
Stefan Senn is constantly developing new and useful products that not only 
look elegant but are also practical and thoughtfully conceived. His first cre-
ation, the “Swiss to go” picnic set, immediately hit the mark: the resource-
ful designer had great success in selling his creation through Kickstarter.

Wood & Luxury by WohnGeist turns wood dreams  
into reality

Made of fine walnut, the picnic set contains dishwasher-safe designer 
cutlery from Italy, a Swiss Army pocket knife, pepper, salt, salad dressing 
made of high-quality olive oil and balsamic vinegar, towel tabs, tea-
lights, matches and toothpicks. The picnic set can be ordered for 286 
Swiss francs at woodandluxury.com.

BlueTeak for business
Stefan Senn recently created a high-quality briefcase made of BlueTeak 
especially for ShareWood. This elegant office accessory has a captivat-
ing and luxurious appearance, including leather handle, leather interi-
or, brass combination locks and, of course, sustainable BlueTeak from 
ShareWood. The case is available at blueteak.ch for 885 Swiss francs.
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The wood processing plant in Alta Floresta processes 
round timber that does not meet the criteria to be  
exported directly as export logs, turning them into “ex-
port squares” of various sizes. Atlantic Impex receives 
these squares and exports them to India. The residual 
wood from this processing is sent to ShareWood’s 
wood-processing partner in Xaxim, where glue boards 
are produced. 

Leroy Merlin sells BlueTeak 
The glue boards, which are produced in Xaxim, Brazil, 
are currently sold mainly to the wholesale distributor  
Leroy Merlin. At the same time, the sale of glue panels 
and decorative objects to smaller companies is steadily 
increasing. These customers are mainly located in the 
states of São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro.

Effective strategy change
The ShareWood Group decided to change its strategy  
with regard to the production of wood products such as  
glue boards: in order to create additional production  
capacity for the future while simultaneously reducing 
costs, it outsourced the manufacture of these  
products to specialised local third-party companies.  
Despite this outsourcing, ShareWood remains  
committed to its proven concept of maintaining an  
extended value chain, including the production of  
glue boards. 

Production today totals 3,000 glue sheets per month, 
and this figure will be multiplied in the next few  
months/years with the plant’s extended production  
capacity. The new production site allows the ShareWood 
Group to supply the south of Brazil and to access the  
wealthy state of Paraná.  

Largest teak exporter in Brazil 
Our joint venture partner Atlantic Impex is one of the  
largest teak exporters in Brazil and a logistics specialist 
with over ten years of experience handling international 
export transactions.

Joint venture between ShareWood Group
and Atlantic Impex bears fruit

Alta Floresta, Brazil. Over a year ago in October 2017, the ShareWood Group concluded 
a joint venture with the Brazilian company Atlantic Impex. With this step, ShareWood 

moved closer to its goal of becoming one of the world´s largest precious wood cultivators and processors. 
This will result in a massive increase in teak sales over the next few years, benefitting ShareWood and tree 
owners alike.
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Allow us to introduce… 

ShareWood Switzerland AG
Seestrasse 473
PO Box 770
8038 Zurich
Switzerland

Phone +41 44 488 48 48
Fax +41 44 488 48 49
www.sharewood.com
info@sharewood.com

CHE-113.591.781 VAT
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NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC Brazil Travel Guide: the ultimate travel guide, with over 500 entries 
and practical folding map for all travellers. NEW in 2018

Know more. Travel better. The National Geographic experts will accompany you on your trip as you  
explore all attractions and enjoy unforgettable experiences. With clear, detailed maps, 3D graphics and 
a large, removable travel map, you are always on the right track. Contains over 500 entries. Brazil is 
everything at once, overwhelming and fascinating: multicultural with a colonial flair, breathtaking land-
scapes, spectacular rainforest tours, miles of sandy beaches, and hip São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro, one 
of the most beautiful cities in the world. This guide shows you the sights, each one with an exciting story 
to tell. Welcome to Brazil! 

With engrossing backstories and interesting facts, dive into the fascinating culture, society and history of 
Brazil. 

Authors: Gregor Rabe, Bill Hinchberger 
Published: 23 April 2018

Plantations in focus
The thinning of the Rio Vermelho eucalyptus plantation (Fazenda F50) 
should be completed by spring 2019. Plantation workers have measured 
the trees on plots T01 to T05 and are in the process of cutting them. A 
tree inventory will then be created. Once the timber has been sold and 
the price is established, the ShareWood team will prepare timber reve-
nue statements. 

Thinning of plots T06 to T16, which were planted in 2014, will start in 
mid-2019 once the 2018/2019 rainy season is over. According to the 
plan, about 30 per cent of the standing trees will be harvested. The  
exact number will vary depending on each individual plot. When  
the timber has been sold and the price is determined, tree owners will 
receive a timber revenue statement detailing each individual tree for 
their review.

For almost two years, Renata Gonçalves Martins da Silva  
has been working as a finance clerk. The Brazilian-born 
31-year-old is impulsive and always optimistic. Her daughter 
is everything to her. Through her work at ShareWood, she is 
able to give her daughter a stable life and a good education. 
Stability, along with accuracy, is an important part of her 
work. She has made it her business to coordinate accounts 
receivable while fostering and promoting a good team  
spirit.

» Renata Gonçalves Martins da Silva, Finance Officer

...ShareWood do Brasil Reflorestadora

Book recommendation


